Springfield, Illinois – Leonard A. Sherman, Director of the Illinois Department of Professional Regulation, announced the following disciplinary actions taken by the Department during the month of May 2002.

**ACCOUNTANT**

Lynn H. Weller, East Alton – public accountant license (065-021231) reprimanded for issuing an audit report on non-renewed individual and accounting firm licenses.

**ARCHITECTS, LAND SURVEYORS, PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS**

The following individuals’ architect licenses were reprimanded and fined $4,000 for practicing on expired licenses:

Charles Edwin Miller Jr., Crystal Lake .................................................... 001-006842
David A. Swan, Chicago ................................................................. 001-006961

**ATHLETIC TRAINING**

The following individuals’ athletic trainer licenses were issued with reprimand and fined $200 for practicing as athletic trainers without licenses:

Joy Andrus Casper, Northfield .......................................................... 096-001648
Jennifer Rebecca Hurst, Monee ......................................................... 096-001647

**BARBER, COSMETOLOGY, ESTHETICS AND NAIL TECHNOLOGY**

Josefina Aguilar, Orland Park – cosmetologist license (011-259923) issued and suspended for 30 days, and fined $1,000, for practicing without a license for 22 years.

Agnes Aprim, Morton Grove – ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice of cosmetology.

Christopher Newsom, South Holland – barber license (number not assigned yet) issued and placed on probation for three years, and fined $300, for practicing without a license for three years.
Nuevo Studio, Waukegan – ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice as a cosmetology salon.

The following individuals’ cosmetologist licenses were placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on Illinois Student Assistance loans:

Dawn M. Bailey, Springfield .......................................................... 011-240333
Elizabeth Sanders, Chicago.......................................................... 011-240768

The following individuals’ cosmetology teacher licenses were placed in refuse to renew status after defaulting on Illinois Student Assistance loans:

Deborah Berg, Park Forest .......................................................... 012-006353
Robin E. Bryant, Cayuga, IN ....................................................... 012-006210
Charlene Chapple, Jonesboro, GA ............................................. 012-005843
James Davis, North Chicago ...................................................... 012-005445
Laura M. Ehrhard, Hoffman Estates ........................................... 012-006437
Jacquelyn Jordan, Chicago ......................................................... 012-004083
Wendy L. Mowers, Alvin.............................................................. 012-006383

DENTAL

Anthony Morelli, LaGrange – dentist (019-019373) and dental specialist (021-001306) licenses suspended for a minimum of three weeks followed by indefinite probation for placing a video monitor to view the toilet area in the bathroom of his dental office.

John William Ronan, Chicago – dentist license (019-019794) revoked for being more than 30 days delinquent in the payment of child support.

DETECTIVE, ALARM, SECURITY AND LOCKSMITH

Juan Colon, Chicago – private detective license (115-001460) placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on an Illinois Student Assistance loan.

David Howell, Chicago – permanent employee registration card (129-036788) placed on probation for two years for failing to disclose criminal conviction history.

Tyrone Watson, Chicago – permanent employee registration card (129-111040) restored and placed on probation for three years and firearm authorization cards (229-037934, 229-037937, 229-037935, 229-037936) indefinitely suspended.
The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were indefinitely suspended until they provide written proof that they have returned all property belonging to J K Guardian Security Services Inc.:

Anthony Brown, Dolton ................................................................. 129-106492
Kenny D. Flagg, Riverdale .......................................................... 129-226620
D’Aryle L. Miller, Harvey .............................................................. 129-216081
Shoaib M. Qureshi, Chicago ....................................................... 129-234223
Alonzo Ruffin, Lansing ................................................................. 129-224516

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were indefinitely suspended for failing to file and pay Illinois income taxes:

Keith E. Mong, Rockford ............................................................. 129-221107
John J. Taglianetti, Northbrook .................................................. 129-004551

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for one year due to criminal conviction histories:

Greg Eckerle, Chicago ............................................................... 129-254812
Jose Eduardo Munoz, Cicero ...................................................... 129-254807
Rolando Pina, Chicago ............................................................... 129-254811

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for two years due to criminal conviction histories:

Lawrence D. Monroe, Chicago .................................................... 129-254805
Ronald Spraggins, Chicago ......................................................... 129-254801

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for three years due to criminal conviction histories:

Jason E. Lenz, Rockford .............................................................. 129-254816
Karl S. Schlappi, Antioch .......................................................... 129-254804
Rumel T. Stokes, Riverdale ......................................................... 129-254817
The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for two years for failing to disclose criminal conviction histories:

Myron Adams, Chicago ................................................................. 129-254802
Samuel Franco Jr., Chicago ......................................................... 129-254810
Samuel Morales, Chicago ............................................................ 129-254818
Jason Wheeler, Antioch, IN ........................................................... 129-254815

The following individuals’ permanent employee registration cards were issued and placed on probation for three years for failing to disclose criminal conviction histories:

Marishka Carr, Chicago ............................................................... 129-254803
Carolyn Chatman, Chicago ........................................................... 129-254814
Simon Cooley, Chicago ............................................................... 129-254806
Joseph Palmeri, Rockford ............................................................ 129-254808
Sylvestre E. Perry, Chicago ........................................................... 129-254813
Marcus Thomas, Chicago ............................................................ 129-254800
Tysheca Williams, Chicago ........................................................... 129-254809

**MEDICAL**

**Hatem Nasar Abdeen, Springfield** – temporary medical permit (125-038491) reprimanded for self-prescribing controlled substances.

**Peter D. Farr, Hooper, UT** – physician and surgeon license (036-074635) indefinitely suspended after being disciplined in Indiana.

**David Richard Lewis, Elgin** – physician and surgeon license (036-033586) reprimanded for failing to complete and notify the Department in a timely manner that he completed 15 hours of remedial education hours as required as a condition of a previously imposed probation.

**Vinai Navapant, Chicago** – physician and surgeon license (036-048020) indefinitely suspended for failing to submit to a mental and physical examination as ordered by the Medical Disciplinary Board.

**Thomas E. Radecki, Decatur** – medical (036-059814) and controlled substance licenses restored and placed on indefinite probation. Radecki may not practice medicine until he has taken and passed a special purpose examination for physicians.

**Frank W. Sek, McHenry** – following remand from the Circuit Court of Cook County, Sek’s physician and surgeon license (036-03060) ordered to remain in good standing, and his controlled substance license placed on indefinite probation, for alleged non-therapeutic prescribing.
The following individuals’ physician and surgeon licenses were placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on Illinois Student Assistance loans:

**Attila Arthur Katona, Glenview** ............................................................. 036-104823
**Jerry L. Sanders, Baton Rouge, LA** ..................................................... 036-087433
**Elton X. Tinsley, Chicago** ................................................................. 036-079325

**NURSING**

**John E. Andrews, Tinley Park** – registered nurse license (041-218659) placed on indefinite probation for diverting Demerol and Morphine from his employer, The University of Chicago Hospital.

**Ellen G. Baker, Knoxville** – licensed practical nurse license (043-050355) reprimanded for failing to take action when there was a significant change in a resident’s condition and when another resident was missing from the facility.

**Angeline Cardinal a/k/a Urbanik, Chicago** – ordered to cease and desist the unlicensed practice as a licensed practical nurse.

**Kendra S. Corzine, Belknap** – registered nurse license (041-272124) placed on indefinite probation due to criminal conviction involving conspiracy to manufacture amphetamines.

**Alice M. Curry, Riverdale** – licensed practical nurse license (043-087366) issued with reprimand for working without a license for approximately five months after receiving notification she was no longer eligible to practice as “license pending.”

**Susan Eikstadt, Winnebago** – licensed practical nurse license (043-036328) placed on probation for three years for repeatedly calling in prescriptions for hydrocodone to a pharmacy for self-use without a physician’s authorization.

**Lynnette Gherna, Champaign** – licensed practical nurse license (043-063445) indefinitely suspended after being arrested for aggravated battery, possession of controlled substances, and possession of controlled substances with the intent to deliver.

**Terri Graham, Murphysboro** – registered nurse license (041-151599) indefinitely suspended for diverting Darvocet and Soma by forging her physician employer’s name on prescriptions.

**Elizabeth Jane Hoffman, Munster, IN** – registered nurse license (041-184410) indefinitely suspended for violating the terms and conditions of a previously ordered probation.

**Martha Klaus, Arlington Heights** – registered nurse license (041-121262) reprimanded for diverting Demerol from Sherman Hospital for self-use.
Dorothy A. Lacey, Oak Forest – licensed practical nurse license (043-045192) reprimanded for calling in prescriptions to a pharmacy for Lomotil, an anti-diarrheal, for a patient after the first prescription had expired.

Kathleen Nale, Mattoon – registered nurse (041-322104) and licensed practical nurse (043-081811) licenses placed on indefinite probation due to criminal conviction for battery. Nale, who has previously been disciplined for alcohol addiction, was intoxicated at the time of the battery.

Stacey R. Root, Joppa – licensed practical nurse license (043-078986) reprimanded for diverting Vicodin from her employer.


Karen Torchia, Peru – licensed practical nurse license (043-038491) reprimanded for responding in an unprofessional manner when she was advised by her employing agency that her services were no longer required by a client.

The following individuals’ registered nurse licenses were placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on Illinois Student Assistance loans:

Gerard C. Copeland, Chicago ................................................................. 041-236225
Crystal L. Fudge-Henry, Midlothian ..................................................... 041-261779

OPTOMETRY

Joseph Franceschini, Oak Brook – optometrist license (046-008435) placed on indefinite probation and fined $10,875 for failing to properly supervise a former partner’s billing practices. The former partner improperly billed third party payers and collected incorrect amounts knowing the amounts were false.

PHARMACY

Catherine A. Godsil, Galesburg – pharmacy technician license (049-106265) revoked due to substance abuse.

Jorge Lagunas, Blue Island – pharmacist license (051-287170) reprimanded and fined $600 for practicing on a non-renewed license for approximately three months.

Eric Medina, Chicago – pharmacy technician license (049-125144) placed on indefinite probation after defaulting on an Illinois Student Assistance loan.
The following individuals’ pharmacy technician licenses were indefinitely suspended for failing to file and/or pay Illinois income taxes:

Mirza M. Akbar, Chicago ................................................................. 049-109827
Monica F. Wood, Champaign ....................................................... 049-102406

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**Katherine Foster, Des Plaines** – clinical psychologist license (071-002401) placed on probation for two years after being criminally convicted of bank fraud.

**ROOFING CONTRACTORS**

**Jonathan Carmack d/b/a Jonathan Carmack Roofing, Rockford** – roofing contractor license (104-010091) indefinitely suspended for writing a check for roofing supplies which was returned for non-sufficient funds.

**VETERINARY MEDICINE**

**Mitchell Allen Robbins, Riverwoods** – veterinarian license (090-007145) placed on probation for one year for inadvertently performing a surgical procedure on the wrong leg of a dog.

###